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PDP PRO-E ®

B R I D G I N G  T H E  G A P.

F U L L  S I Z E

Industry Standard Sights: Customize your shooting experience 
with ease using industry-standard sights, ensuring precise and 
accurate aiming.

Performance Duty Grip Texture: The PDP Pro-E features 
a performance duty texture that ensures a secure and 
comfortable grip, even in challenging conditions. 

SuperTerrain Slide Serrations: The SuperTerrain Serrations are 
uniquely designed protruding serrations on the slide, allowing 
for quicker and more responsive hands-on engagement with 
the pistol.

Polymer Flat-Faced Trigger: The PDP Pro-E is equipped with a 
flat-faced trigger featuring a polymer trigger-shoe resulting in 
a consistent and crisp break with every pull. This trigger design 
optimizes your shooting experience, enhancing accuracy and 
control for precise shot placement.

Aluminum Magwell: Enhance your reload speed and streamline 
your performance with the aluminum magwell. Designed to 
provide effortless magazine changes, the magwell optimizes 
your handling for seamless transitions between rounds, 
keeping you in the action without missing a beat.

Optics Ready: The PDP Pro E is optics ready, allowing you 
to seamlessly integrate your preferred optic for enhanced 
accuracy and target acquisition. Whether you’re a fan of red 
dots, holographic sights, or other optics, the PDP Pro E adapts 
to your needs with ease.

20 Round Capacity: Ensure ample firepower with a generous 
20-round magazine capacity, providing you with extra rounds 
for added confidence in critical situations.

Ambidextrous Magazine Release: Conveniently positioned for 
thumb operation. Reversible for right or left hand operation.

F E A T U R E S  O F  T H E  W A L T H E R  P D P  P R O  E :
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SKU UPC CODE Description Caliber MSRP

2884950 723364231728 PDP Full Size 4.5” Pro E 9mm $779

Model: 2884950

Caliber: 9mm

Finish: Nitride Black
Magazines Included: 3

Barrel: (Length - Twist) 4.5"- 1/10

Trigger Pull: 4.5 lbs

Capacity: 20 rds

Overall Length: 8"

Height: 5.7"

Width: 1.34"

Sight Radius: 6.9"

Weight (empty mag): 26.8 oz

TECHNICAL DATA:
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Step into the world of enhanced performance and 
reliability with the PDP Pro-E, a firearm designed to 
redefine your shooting experience. Built for those who 
demand the best, this firearm boasts a range of features 
that ensure you’re always ready. Precision in Your Hands: 
Polymer Flat Faced Trigger The PDP Pro-E is equipped with a 
flat-faced trigger featuring a polymer trigger-shoe resulting 
in a consistent and crisp break with every pull. This trigger 
design optimizes your shooting experience, enhancing accuracy 
and control for precise shot placement. Seamless Handling: 
Aluminum Magwell and Aluminum Mag Extensions Enhance 
your handling and speed with the aluminum magwell, ensuring 
smooth magazine changes for swift and efficient reloading. 
Additionally, the aluminum mag extensions provide extra 
capacity, allowing you to spend more time shooting and less 
time reloading. Control in All Conditions: Performance Duty 
Texture The PDP Pro-E features a performance duty texture 
that ensures a secure and comfortable grip, even in challenging 
conditions. Rain or shine, your hold remains steadfast, giving 
you a rock-solid reliable grip, every time. Adaptability at 
Your Fingertips: Optics Ready The PDP Pro-E is optics ready, 
allowing you to seamlessly integrate your preferred optic for 
enhanced accuracy and target acquisition. Whether you’re a fan 
of red dots or iron sights, the PDP Pro-E adapts to your needs 
with ease. Elevate your shooting skills with the PDP Pro-E, a 
firearm that combines precision, handling, and adaptability 
in a single package. Experience the difference of a 
firearm designed for those who demand excellence. 


